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September 16, 1955

Miss Jane Oliver, Librarian
Georgia State Library
The Capitol
Atlanta 3, Georgia

Dear Jane:

My failure to answer your card of September 7th was occasioned by the fact that we have had an extremely busy two week period. Our graduating seniors were taking examinations during the same week that the freshmen entered for a pre-semester orientation course. All of this involved a graduating reception, some teaching on my part, and the thousand little details that arise at such times.

I checked over my correspondence and find that when I wrote up the minutes I had been unable to get Marianna's remarks on the panel discussion at Duke. I heard from her later advising that she had not kept any notes. I had intended to work out some report from my own notes taken at the meeting but just have not done so. I am trying to soothe my conscience by saying that our cataloging project took up most of the summer. However, I should have done this immediately after hearing from Marianna. I shall try to make up a little resume of her remarks right away and send them to you. They, of course, can not be nearly so complete as yours since I was not exposed to shorthand but two months and it didn't take. Will get this to you as soon as possible.

Sincerely yours,

Sarah Leverette
Law Librarian